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Abstract

.

A direct construct ion for the inverse of a Turing machine is presented.
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PROBLEM

’ Given Turing machine M that for input- tape I produces output tape 0, i.e.

M( I) = 0, construct an inverse Turing machine M’ such that M’(0) = I. M’ should be

non-deterministic so that the set of output tapes of M’ given 0 is exactly the set of

all possible input tapes to M that would produce 0.

McCarthy [l] has investigated enumerative techniques for the inversion of the

partial function defined by a Turing machine. In this paper, a simple met hod for the

direct construction of M’ given M is presented.

CONVENTIONS

The Turing machine conventions used are basically those of Minsky [2].

A Turing machine is a set of quintuples of the form (old-state, symbol-scanned,

new-state, symbol-written, direction) or $, sh, qjl Sk, d). The States are q,, q,, ..,

4,,,, halt, with q, the initial state. The tape symbols are sr, s2, .,. s,. The directions

are left, right, and ” i “. Each quintuple is of one of three types:

(1) (qE1, shr qjf sk, left) interpreted as “if in state q, and scan symbol sh,

then enter state qjl write symbol sk, and move tape head left”,

(2) (q,, sh, qjf Sk8 right) interpreted as “if in state q, and scan symbol sh,

then enter state qj, write symbol sk# and move tape head right”.
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t 3) hgl shl halt,  Sk’ - ) interpreted as “if in state q, and scan symbol s,.,,

then write symbol sk and halt in place”.

An output tape of a Turing machine is a tape that exists after a quintuple of type 3

is applied.

CONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM

Given Turing machine M with m tape symbols, n states, and p quintuples, a new

Turing machine M’ with m tape symbols, 2n states, and 2p+c quintuples, where c is

the number of quintuples of M with the initial state as the first element, is

constructed. The tape symbols of M’ are the same as the tape symbols of M. If the

states of M are ql, q,, . . . qnml, halt, the states of M’ are begin, ql’, ql”, q2’, q2”, ,..

q& q,,,“,  halt. The initial state of M’ is begin.

For each quintuple in M two quintuples are added to M’ as follows:

( 1 )  F o r  e a c h  CjUintUple  kJg,  St-,,  qj, Sk, left) of type 1 in M the quintuples

(qj', Sk, qg', St-,, right) and (qj', sk, q,“, sh, left) are added to M’.

(2) For each quintuple (q,, sh, q j, sk, right) of type 2 in M the quintuples

(qj"l Sk, qg’t shj right) and (qj”,  Sk, g,“,  sh# left) are added to M’.

(3) For each quintuple (q,, shP halt, Sk, - > of type 3 in M, the quintuples

(begin,  Sk, Cl,‘, shj right) and (begin, Sk, q,“, shI left) are added to M’.

Additionally, one quintuple is added to M’ for each quintuple in M that contains

the initial state, q,, as its first element (old-state) as follows:

(1) For each quintuple (C$,, sh, qj, s& left) Of type 1 in M, where q, is the

initial state, the quintuple (qj’j Sk, halt, sh# - ) is added to M’.
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(2) For each quintuple (qr,, sh, qj, sk, right) Of type 2 in M, where q, is

the initial state, the quintuple (qj”,  sk’ halt, sh, - ) is added to M’.

(3) For each quintuple (qb, sh, halt, sk, - ) of type 3 in M, where q, is the

initial state, the quintuple (begin, sk, halt, sh, - ) is added to M’.

DESCRIPTION

The quintuples of M’ are constructed by transposing the old-state and

symbol-scanned of each quintuple of M with the new-state and symbol-written of

that quintuple so that M’ reverses the possible computations of M.

In the first part of the construction, the new-state and symbol-written of each

quintuple of M becomes the old-state and symbol-scanned of two new quintuples of

M’. If the new-state of the quintuple of M is halt, the old-state of the quintuples of

M’ is begin. If the direction of the quintuple of M is left, the old-state of the

quintuples of M’ is primed; if the direction is right, the old-state is double primed.

The old-state and symbol-scanned of each quintuple of M becomes the new-state

and symbol-written of the two added quintuples of M’. In one of the new quintuples

of M’ the direction is right and the new-state is primed; in the other the direction is

left and the new-state is double primed. Informally, M’ continually looks to the left

and to the right to determine what quintuples of M could have been applied to

result in the current state and tape configuration. The primes of the state of M’

keeps track of which direction M’ is currently looking.

In the second part of the construction, a quintuple with halt as the new-state is
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added to M’ for each quintuple of M with the initial state as the old-state. Again,

the new-state and symbol-writ ten of the quintuple of M becomes the old-state and

symbol-scanned of the quintuple of M’. If the new-state of the quintuple of M is

halt, the old-state of the quintuple of M’ is begin. If the direction of the quintuple

of M is left, the old-state of the quintuple of M’ is primed; if the direction is right,

the old-state is double primed. The symbol-scanned of the quintuple of M becomes

the symbol-written of the quintuple of M’. Informally, an output tape of M’ is

produced at each point that M could have begun a computation.

M’ is designed to trace backwards through all possible computations of M that

could result in output tape 0. Each computation of M’ has the same length as the

corresponding computation of M. Further, the sequence of tape configurations for

each computation of M’ is identical to the reverse of the sequence of tape

configurations for the corresponding computation of M, except for the locations of

the tape heads. The sequence of states for each computation of M’ is equivalent to

the reverse of the sequence of states for the corresponding computation of M

except  for the first state of each sequence (which is always the initial state) and

the final state of each sequence (which is always halt) if states qX’ and qx” in M’

are considered equivalent to state qX in M for 1 5 x L n-l,

REMARKS

In general, the construction method does not result in quintuples in M’ for every

possible circumstance (i.e. every possible old-state : symbol-scanned pair). Some of
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the computations of M’ may run into a dead-end, a situation where no quintuple is

applicable. If an inverse machine M’ does run into a dead-end, it simply means that

fvl’  is not retracing a computation that could have been done by machine M. lf

dead-ends are displeasing then quintuples can be added to M’ for every state :

symbol pair not occurring as an old-state : symbol-scanned pair in M’. The

new-state of these added quintuples would be an extra state that if entered results

in M’ looping forever. For practical use- of the construct ion, dead-ends seem

desirable as their use would increase the efficiency of a serial, deterministic

encoding of M’.

Some of the computations of M’ may not terminate. Recall that the goal for the

construction is that the set of all output tapes of M’ (i.e. all tapes that exist after M’

enters the halt state) for input tape 0 is exactly the set of possible input tapes for

M that would result in 0 as an output tape.

EXAMPLE

As a simple example, consider Turing machine M, with four tape symbols: X, E,

0, and b, where b is the symbol for “blank”; three states: q,, q,, and halt, where q,

is the initial state; and four quintuples:

(q1, x, q,, b, right)

iq2, Xl q,, b, right)

tql, b, halt, L - )

(q2, b, halt, 0, - )
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M i is a Turing machine that calculates the parity of the string of X’s extending to

the right of the initial position of the tape head, erases the X’s, and writes E if the

parity is even and 0 if the parity is odd.

Sample input tape for M,;

. . . b b X X X X X b b 9..
T

Resulting output tape:

. . . b b b b b b b 0 b . . .
?

The inverse Turing machine, MI’, has the same four tape symbols; six states:

_ begin, q,‘, q,“, q2’, G’, and halt; and ten quintuples:

(q2”, b, q]‘, X, right) from the first quintuple of M,

(q 277, b, ql”,  X, left) from the first quintuple of M,

( q 1 “I b, q2’, X, right) from the second quintuple of M 1

(q,“, b, q2:‘),  X, left) from the second quintuple of M,

(begin, E, qr’, b, right)

(begin, E, q,“, b, left)

(begin, 0, q2’, b, right)

(begin, 0, q2”,  b, left)

(q2”, b, halt, X, - )

(begin, E, halt, b, - )

from the third quintuple of MI

from the third quintuple of M,

from the fourth quintuple of M,

from the fourth quintuple of M,

from the first quintuple of MI

from the third quintuple of M,.
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The first eight quintuples result from adding two quintuples to M,’ for each

quintuple in M,. The final two quintuples result from adding one quintuple to M 1’ for

each quintuple in M, with the initial state as its first element.

Sample input tape for MI’:

. . . b b b b b b b 0 b . . .
f

Resulting out put tapes:

. . . b b b b b b X b b . . .
T

. . . b b b b X X X b b .a.
f

..* b b X X X X X b b . . .
t

etc.

APPLICATIONS

Where this investigation was motivated by a problem in a formal system for

aest het its 131,  the construct ion seems widely applicable, e.g. in the theory of

automatic programming. If M is a universal Turing machine then M’ produces the

possible input tapes and (specifications of) Turing machines that could produce a

given output tape. In particular, the construction can be used to obtain a Turing

machine that produces (specifications of) all the possible Turing machines for a

particular set of input tape : output tape pairs.
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